
 

 

Declaration of duty to inform 

 (Privacy policy) 

The protection of your personal data is very important to us. We therefore 
process your data exclusively based on the statutory provisions (GDPR, TKG 

2003). In this data protection information, we inform you about the most 
important aspects of data processing on our website. 

 

When you visit our website, your IP address and the beginning and end of the 
session are recorded for the duration of this session. This is due to technical 

reasons and thus represents a legitimate interest within the meaning of Art 6 
Paragraph 1 lit f GDPR. Unless otherwise regulated in the following, we will not 

process this data further.  

 

Contact us 

If you contact us using the form on the website or by email, the data you 
provide will be stored by us for six months in order to process the request and 
in the event of follow-up questions. We do not pass on this data without your 

consent. 

 

Cookies 

This website uses so-called cookies. These are small text files that are stored on 
your device with the help of the browser. They do no harm. 

We use cookies to make our offer user-friendly. Some cookies remain stored 
on your device until you delete them. They enable us to recognize your 

browser the next time you visit. 

If you do not want this, you can set up your browser so that it informs you 
about the setting of cookies and that you only allow this in individual cases. 

Deactivating cookies may restrict the functionality of our website. 

 

  

 



Data storage 

We would like to point out that for the purpose of simplifying the shopping 
process and for later contract processing, the web shop operator stores the IP 
data of the subscriber as part of cookies, as well as the buyer's name, address 

and credit card number. 

In addition, the following data is also stored by us for the purpose of contract 
processing: telephone number, name and type of facility and e-mail address. 

The data you provide are required to fulfil the contract or to carry out pre-
contractual measures. Without this data, we cannot conclude the contract 

with you. There is no data transfer to third parties.  

If a contract is concluded, all data from the contractual relationship will be 
stored until the expiry of the tax retention period (7 years). 

The data processing takes place based on the legal provisions of § 96 Abs 3 
TKG as well as Art 6 Abs 1 lit a (consent) and / or lit b (necessary to fulfil the 

contract) of the GDPR. 

 

Your rights 

You have the right to information, correction, deletion, restriction, data 
portability, revocation and objection with regard to your data stored by us. If 
you believe that the processing of your data violates data protection law or 
your data protection claims have been violated in any other way, you can 

complain to us at office@techlive.at or to the data protection authority. 

 

Status: October 2020 

 

 

You can reach us under the following contact details: 

 

Techlive Consulting & Trading GmbH 

Im Platter 11 

A- 6833 Klaus 

+43 5523 56596 

office@techlive.at 
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